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Abstract
Stein’s method for Gaussian approximations and derived results are used to study the distribution of two
phylogenetic branch length statistics: the total height of cherries and the sum of external branch lengths.
The Gaussian approximations are obtained under a particular model of phylogenetic tree recently introduced by Popovic. Under an appropriate normalization the model is shown to behave similarly as the coalescent, and the approximations given here are also valid in this context.
 2007 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Macro-evolutionary biology aims to uncover and explain the underlying processes that have led
to the biological diversity we observe today. Phylogenetic trees not only provide a clear snapshot
of biodiversity, but also make it possible to infer how the diversity has arisen (see for example
[39,33,22,34,27]). To this aim, variation in diversiﬁcation rates have been investigated through
their signatures in the shape of phylogenetic trees [29,17,31].
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Previous work on this problem has largely involved the development of tree-balance statistics
which measure the topological distribution of species diversity as a single number [26,1]. Mooers
and Heard [29] wrote an exhaustive review about tree balance in systematic biology, and Aldous
gave an introduction in a more mathematical setting [3]. See [9] for a large-scale study of phylogenetic tree shape. Among these statistics, the most widespread may be the Sackin’s and the Colless’ indices [43,44,13,10]. McKenzie and Steel [28] also considered the number of cherries, i.e.,
pairs of leaves that are adjacent to a common ancestor node, and they described the distribution
of this statistic under the Yule and the uniform models.
Tree shape statistics cannot capture the full amount of information contained in a phylogenetic
tree because they ignore branch lengths. Recently, statistics that account for both temporal and
topological aspects of phylogenetic trees have proven useful for measuring phylogenetic diversity
[30]. The c statistic of Pybus and Harvey [40] can be used to test whether the diversiﬁcation rate
vary through time. The index of phylogenetic diversity was introduced by Faith as the sum of the
lengths over all branches in the tree [18]. Using this index, Nee and May [35] showed that a large
amount of phylogenetic diversity is conserved after mass extinction under the coalescent model of
evolution.
Null models for generating binary phylogenetic trees are useful for testing evolutionary
hypotheses. Here we consider three such models sharing the same topological properties: the
Yule model, the Hey model and the critical branching process conditioned on having a prescribed number of species at present time. The last model was studied by Popovic [38] and after
by Aldous and Popovic [4] as a variant of a model considered earlier by Wollenberg [51]. Here,
we focus on a point process representation of the Popovic model, and we derive useful properties of tree shape and branch length statistics from this representation. The main mathematical
tool used in our approach is Stein’s method for Gaussian approximations ([46], reviewed by Rinott and Rotar [41]).
This article is organized as follows. In Section 2 we describe the point process representation of
trees, and prove a new result for the number of cherries under the Harding–Yule distribution of
topologies. In Section 3 we recall results about the Popovic model, and exhibit connections with
the coalescent (Hey) model. In Section 4 we use Stein’s method to establish convergence to a
Gaussian distribution for two statistics: the total height of cherries and the sum of external (pendant) branch lengths. In the last section we brieﬂy discuss two examples.

2. A new perspective on tree shape
2.1. The Harding distribution
The ability of phylogenies to inform studies of diﬀerential diversiﬁcation has been strengthened
by the use of stochastic models of trees. Stochastic branching processes are indeed frequently employed to generate an expected distribution of diﬀerences against which observed diﬀerences can
be tested. One of the most traditional way of representing a tree topology is the equal-rates Markov (ERM) or Yule model [49,20].
If the ERM branching process is initiated with a single species, and observed for a period of
time t, with a branching rate k, the probability of observing n species is geometric [21]
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P ðN t ¼ nÞ ¼ pt ð1  pt Þn1 ;

pt ¼ ekt ;

t > 0:

Assuming that the Nt species are partitioned between the left (Lt) and right (Rt) descendents of the
ancestral node, Harding [20] obtained that
P ðLt ¼ kjN t ¼ nÞ ¼

1
;
n1

k ¼ 1; . . . ; n  1:

For an observed partition into ‘ and r species (‘ + r = n) among two sister clades, the probability
of observing ‘ species in the left clade is then independent on ‘. Extending this approach to a larger class of tree shape (called dendrograms), Aldous [2] introduced the concept of a split distribution. The split distribution describes the size of the left sister clade given the size of the parent
clade, and can be propagated at each internal node of the tree recursively. The Harding uniform
distribution is the split distribution that characterizes the ERM tree shape. The Harding distribution also appears in other models of trees, such as the Hey model [24] or the coalescent [25]. Trees
with the Harding distribution have equivalent topologies.
2.2. A point process representation of trees
In this study, we make use of another representation of trees also yielding the Harding distribution. The tree model is essentially a graphical representation. It is based on internal node
heights instead of branch lengths, and it assumes that the node heights are independent and identically distributed random variables.
A tree with n tips has (n  1) internal nodes including the root. We denote by H1, . . . ,Hn1 the
heights of the internal nodes represented as vertical bars. The tips are located at the left and right
sides of each bar (see Fig. 1). These heights form a point process from which the tree can be reconstructed. The maximal height corresponds to the root which separates the tree into two clades.
The tree topology can be deduced by iterating the search of the maximum within each sister clade.
Because the location of the maximum is distributed uniformly over [n  1], an elementary proof
shows that this recursive procedure produces a tree with the Harding distribution.
At ﬁrst glance, relating the previous construction to some existing branching processes used in
the literature may seem diﬃcult. We postpone the discussion of this question until Section 3 where
the point process theory of Popovic will be summarized and used to prove connections with critical branching processes and coalescent models.

Fig. 1. Left: A point process realization of node heights for n = 8 tips. Right: The tree deduced from the realization.
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2.3. Application to cherries
In this section, we use the point process representation of trees in order to improve results of
McKenzie and Steel about the number of cherries in trees enjoying the Harding property [28].
A cherry is a pair of tips adjacent to a common node. Let us denote by Cn the number of cherries
in a tree with n tips. The number of cherries can reveal the degree of imbalance of a tree. Under
the Harding distribution, McKenzie and Steel proved a central limit theorem for Cn using a combinatorial argument (Polya urn). In addition, they proved that the expected number of cherries is
equal to k = n/3, (n P 3), and the variance is equal to r2 = 2n/45, (n P 5). Blum and François [8]
and Rosenberg [42] also gave a proof of this result using a diﬀerent method (distributional recursions and combinatorics). Here, we provide a stronger result (a Berry–Essen theorem) for the
cherries.
Theorem 2.1. Let Cn denote the number of cherries in a tree with n tips following the Harding
distribution. Let k be its mean number, and r2 be its variance. When n tends to infinity, we have





P ðC n 6 wÞ  U w  k  6 Cn14


r
where C is a positive constant and U denotes the standard normal cumulative distribution
function.
The proof is based on Stein’s method for Gaussian approximations [46]. Let us consider the
point process representation of the tree. For a tree with n tips, a cherry corresponds to a local
minimum in the sequence of heights H1, . . . ,Hn1 (see Fig. 1 again). More speciﬁcally the pair
of tips (i, i + 1) forms a cherry when the height Hi is the minimum of the heights Hi1, Hi, Hi+1.
Then, the number of cherries corresponds to the number of minima of a random function deﬁned
on a graph.
Before concluding the argument, we recall some basic terminology. A graph ðV; EÞ consists of a
ﬁnite set V of vertices and a set E of edges. The distance d (v, v 0 ) is the number of edges in the
shortest path from vertex v to vertex v 0 . The degree of a vertex is the number of edges to which
it belongs. A regular graph is one in which all vertices have the same degree, which is denoted by
d. Let s(u, v) be the number of common neighbors of vertices u and v. To conclude the proof of the
theorem, we can use a result by Baldi et al. [5].
Theorem 2.2. (Baldi et al. [5]). Let ðV; EÞ be a regular graph and Y a random function on V whose
values are independently distributed with a common continuous distribution and let W be the number
of local maxima of Y. Then the mean and variance of W are given by
k ¼ E½W  ¼

jVj
dþ1

and
r2 ¼ Var½W  ¼
and, for all w 2 Rþ ,

X

u;v sðu; vÞð2d
dðu;vÞ¼2

þ 2  sðu; vÞÞ1 ðd þ 1Þ2 ;
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P ðW 6 wÞ  U w  k  6 Cr12


r
where C is an absolute constant.
In order to apply the above theorem, the point process representation described in Fig. 1 must
be slightly transformed into an equivalent representation. Instead of a linear arrangement, the
points are now organized in a circular fashion separating regularly spaced tips on a ring. The
new representation includes n tips and n height points. To see that it is equivalent to Popovic’s
representation, the circle can be cut at the maximum height point, and unfolded to obtain a linear
segment with n  1 height points. Then the number of cherries deﬁned from n height points on the
ring corresponds to the number of cherries deﬁned from n tips on the segment. As a result, the
approximation theorem can then be applied to the regular graph V ¼ ½n ¼ f1; . . . ; ng with edges
E ¼ fð1; 2Þ; ð2; 3Þ; . . . ; ðn  1; nÞ; ðn; 1Þg and Yi = Hi for all i 2 [n] to conclude the proof. h
Comments. The point process representation can also be used to prove a strong law of large
numbers for the cherries. Actually, we have
Cn ¼

n1
X

Xi

i¼1

where X i ¼ 1ðH i1 >H i <H iþ1 Þ for i = 2, . . . ,n  2, X 1 ¼ 1ðH 1 <H 2 Þ and X n1 ¼ 1ðH n2 >H n1 Þ . There are no
diﬃculties to extend the sequence (Xi) to obtain a stationary sequence on Z. Then the application
of Birkoﬀ’s ergodic Theorem (see [15], p. 337) leads to
Cn
1
! ;
3
n

a:s:

3. The Popovic model and its connection to the coalescent
3.1. Popovic’s representation
In a recent study, Popovic showed that the point process representation can be used to model
the asymptotic genealogy of a critical branching process [38]. These results were extended by Aldous and Popovic [4]. In this section, we recall Lea Popovic’s main results and show that her point
process representation can also be connected to the Moran–Hey model after an appropriate
renormalization.
Motivated as a null model for comparison with phylogenetic data, Popovic studied a branching
process model for a phylogenetic tree on n extant species. The origin of the clade is a random time
in the past, denoted by t, which distribution is uniform (improper) over the interval (0, 1). Started
from time t in the past, the process of extinctions and speciations is a continuous-time branching
process conditioned on having n extant species at the present time.
According to this process each individual lives for a time distributed as an exponential random
variable of rate k > 0. During its lifetime, it gives birth at times of an independent Poisson process
of rate k. After birth all individuals behave independently of each other. Time can be rescaled so
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that k = 1. Using Popovic’s notations, we call T n;t the complete tree originated at time t in the past
and having n species at the present time. In such models, the conventional notation ‘‘time s’’
means time s before present.
Every realization of a complete tree also determines a realization of a lineage tree of the extant
species. This tree is denoted by An;t and corresponds to the genealogy of the n species: This is the
smallest subtree of T n;t that contains all the divergence times for pairs of lineages of extant species,
without recording which ancestral species contain the lineage.
Aldous and Popovic [4] wrote that ‘‘it is perhaps remarkable that there is a useful exact description of the lineage tree An;t based on a point process representation’’ (cf. Fig. 1 again).
Theorem 3.1 (Popovic, [38] Lemma 3). Fix n P 2 and t > 0.
fði þ 12 ; H i Þ; 1 6 i 6 n  1g where the (Hi) are i.i.d. with density function
ft ðsÞ ¼ ð1 þ t1 Þð1 þ sÞ2 ;

The

point

process

0<s<t

represents the lineage tree An;t within the complete tree T n;t .
In the sequel, we shall refer to this point process representation as the Popovic model. An obvious consequence of the above result is that the lineage tree An;t topology is characterized by the
Harding distribution.
3.2. Connection with coalescent models
In this section, we establish connections between the Popovic model and the coalescent. The
coalescent is a model of the genealogy of n individuals that arises from a diﬀusion limit in the
Wright–Fisher dynamics [48,36]. A similar model called the Hey model is also used in macroevolution studies [24,35].
While the original deﬁnition of the coalescent is as a stochastic process on partitions of [n], it is
convenient to think it as a random rooted binary tree with lengths attached to edges. In this case,
time is measured backward. At time Tn, two randomly chosen lineages coalesce and form an
ancestral lineage which replaces them. At Tn1, two lineages are chosen from the n  1 remaining,
etc. At T2 all lineages have coalesced, and T2 represents the time to the most recent common ancestor of the sample. In the coalescent the inter-coalescence times (Ti  Ti+1) are independent random variables having exponential distribution with rate ki = i(i  1)/2.
The coalescent also appears as a limit of the Moran model after rescaling time by the total population size [32,14]. In the Moran model [16] the number of coexisting species is ﬁxed at n. At successive discrete times, one randomly chosen species goes extinct and another randomly chosen
speciates. Aldous and Popovic noticed that their critical branching model is qualitatively similar
to the Moran model. Here we show that the branching times (node heights) and the external
branch lengths have the same distributions under the Popovic model and under the coalescent
model for large t. This result is obtained after multiplying the edge lengths by a factor n/2 in
the coalescent.
3.2.1. Height of subtrees
In the Popovic model with n tips, the height distribution is given by the Theorem 3.1. The
Laplace transform of the height Hi can be described as
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E½e

sH i

1þt
¼
t

Z

t
0

expðsuÞ
2

ð1 þ uÞ

du;

s > 0:

To see that the coalescent shares the same distribution, let us choose a height randomly among the
node heights. To do this, we pick one ancestral node uniformly among the n  1 internal nodes.
The height of the corresponding subtree is
H cn ¼ T K
where K is the label of the node sampled randomly from {2, . . . ,n}. Computing the Laplace transform of nH cn =2, we obtain



1
n Y
n 
nsH cn
1 X
ns
E exp 
1þ
¼
2
n  1 k¼2 j¼k
jðj  1Þ
As n tends to inﬁnity, this function is equivalent to




 Z 1
Z 1
nsH cn
1z
expðsuÞ
exp s
du
E exp 
dz ¼

z
2
ð1 þ uÞ2
0
0
For large n, the height hn ¼ nH cn =2 has density
1
; s>0
f ðsÞ ¼
ð1 þ sÞ2
which is the limiting density in the Popovic model when t goes to inﬁnity.
3.2.2. External branch length
Because this will be a subject of interest in the next section, we check here that the same kind of
results can be obtained for the external (i.e., pendant) branches of the coalescent. Under the Popovic model, the length of an external branch corresponds to the minimum between two consecutive
heights Hi1 and Hi.
Lemma 3.2. Let n P 2 and t > 0. Under the Popovic model, an external branch length has density
function:

2
n1 1þt
1
n2 1þt
s
~
8 0 < s < t; f t ðsÞ ¼ 2
2
2
n
t ð1 þ sÞ
n
t
ð1 þ sÞ3
When t and n tend to infinity, the density function converges to
2
; s > 0:
f~ ðsÞ ¼
ð1 þ sÞ3
Under the coalescent model, the external branch lengths were studied in [7]. Let us consider an
external branch in a tree with n tips, and denote by Bn its length. The Laplace transform of Bn is
given by
uBn

E½e

 1 X
 1 !1
n
n
Y
n
j
¼
ðk  1Þ
1þ
u
;
2
2
j¼k
k¼2

u>0
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R.C. Griﬃths (personal communication) described the limit of the Laplace transform of nBn/2
when n goes to inﬁnity as


Z 1
Z 1
ð1  zÞ
2
z exp u
euy 
dy
dz ¼
2
z
ð1 þ yÞ3
0
0
Consequently the function f~ deﬁned in Lemma 3.2 is the limiting density function of nBn/2 when
n ! 1. This result was also stated in [12].
3.2.3. Simulations
According to the previous results, the Popovic model is expected to behave as the coalescent
model. For this to be true, the coalescent branch lengths need to be multiplied by n/2 and t,n
n = 100 — t = 10n
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Fig. 2. U-plots for coalescent times resized by n/2 against a sample of the Popovic distribution with the same sample
size n = 100, 1000 and t = n, 10 · n.
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should be large. In this paragraph, we present a brief simulation study which conﬁrm this expectation, and which allows us to estimate how large n and t should be to get the approximation
accurate.
We simulated coalescent times corresponding to n = 100 and 1000 tips. After multiplying by
n/2, we compared these branching times with i.i.d. replicates from the Popovic model. We used
two values of t, t = n and 10n. We computed the cdf of the Popovic model as Ft(x) = (1  t1)/
(1  x1), for x in (0, t). Fig. 2 reports U-plots of the Popovic distribution against one particular
sample of coalescent branching times (Ti), i = 2, . . . ,n. (U-plots display the P-values P = Ft(ti)
against the quantiles of the uniform distribution). The graphics display a convincing agreement
between the two distribution as n P 100. Note that t = n roughly corresponds to the height of
the root in the coalescent tree after the normalization (tmrca · n/2 = 2 · n/2 = n). Although t is
not large compared to the time since the most recent common ancestor of the n tips, the ﬁt is nevertheless accurate. Of course, the ﬁt was even given stronger support when many samples were
used (not reported). The same experiments were also conducted for the external branch lengths,
and the results were consistent with those presented here.

4. Branch length statistics
One goal of this study is to devise branch length statistics for use in testing null models of phylogenetic trees such as the coalescent, the Hey model or other branching processes. In this section,
we introduce two natural such statistics, for which the asymptotic distributions will be characterized under the Popovic model. According to the results of Section 3, the tests deduced from these
distributions may also be applied to coalescent models. The method for obtaining the asymptotic
distributions follows the same lines as Section 2, and makes use of Stein’s approximation.
Given a tree with n tips and its branch lengths, the statistics under consideration are the total
height of cherries, Sc, and the sum of external branch lengths, Se. The ﬁrst index is a natural extension of the number of cherries, while the second one is a more classical statistic which also plays
an important role in testing the neutrality of mutations in population genetics [19,14].
More formally, we let Xi denote the indicator of a minimum height at i in the sequence
Hi1, Hi, Hi+1 (see Section 2). Then we let
Y i ¼ H iX i;

i 2 ½n  1

and we deﬁne the total height of cherries as
Sc ¼

n1
X

Yi

i¼1

Turning to the external branch lengths, we let Zi denote the length of the branch ending at tip i.
According to Section 3, we have
8
if i ¼ 1
>
< H1
Z i ¼ minðH i1 ; H i Þ if i ¼ 2; . . . ; n  1
>
:
H n1
if i ¼ n
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Summing over the n tips, we obtain the total length of external branches as
Se ¼

n
X

Zi

i¼1

Under the Popovic model, the two previous statistics involve local dependencies. In the deﬁnition
of the height of cherries, Yi and Yj are independent as soon as ji  jj > 2, while in the deﬁnition of
external branch lengths Zi and Zj are independent when ji  jj > 1. This short-range dependency
property is the basis for applying Stein’s method. For each statistic we ﬁrst compute its mean and
variance in the next lemmas.
Lemma 4.1. Let n P 3 and t > 0. Consider a realization of the Popovic model. Then, as t ! 1, we
have
E½S c  ¼

nþ3
þ oð1Þ
6

and
Var½S c  ¼

53n
229
þ 2 logðt þ 1Þ 
þ oð1Þ
180
36

Proof. These results can be obtained from direct computations using the deﬁnition of Sc. The
exact values are
E½S c  ¼

t2 þ 2t  2ð1 þ tÞ logð1 þ tÞ ðn  3Þ t3  3t2  6t þ 6ðt þ 1Þ logðt þ 1Þ
þ
t2
3
2t3

and
Var½S c  ¼ At n þ Bt
where
At ¼

1
½53t6 þ 740t5 þ 575t4  780t3  660t2
180t6
þ ð360t5  1020t4 þ 600t3 þ 2820t2 þ 1560tÞ logðt þ 1Þ
þ ð360t3  1620t2  2160t  900Þðlogðt þ 1ÞÞ2 ;

and
Bt ¼

1
½229t6  708t5  191t4 þ 804t3 þ 516t2
36t6
þ ð72t6 þ 552t5 þ 588t4  1464t3  2844t2  1272tÞ logðt þ 1Þ
þ ð72t4 þ 792t3 þ 2124t2 þ 2160t þ 756Þðlogðt þ 1ÞÞ2 :

Regarding the external branch lengths, we obtain the following result. u
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Lemma 4.2. Let n P 3 and t > 0. Consider a realization of the Popovic model. Then, as t ! 1, we
have
E½S e  ¼ 2 logð1 þ tÞ þ n  4 þ oð1Þ
and
Var½S e  ¼ ð2 logðt þ 1Þ  4Þn þ 2t  8 logðt þ 1Þ þ 6 þ oð1Þ
Proof. The exact values are
ðE½S e  ¼

1 2
ð2t þ 6t  2nðt þ 1Þ þ 4Þ logðt þ 1Þ þ ðn  4Þt2 þ ð2n  4ÞtÞ
t2

and
Var½S e  ¼ At n þ Bt
with
At ¼

2
½2t4  2t3
t4
þ ðt4 þ 8t3 þ 13t2 þ 6tÞ logð1 þ tÞ
þ ð2t3  10t2  14t  6Þðlogð1 þ tÞÞ2 ;

and
Bt ¼

2
½t6 þ 3t5 þ 6t4 þ 3t3  2t2
t4 ð1 þ tÞ
þ ð4t5  28t4  62t3  52t2  14tÞ logð1 þ tÞ
þ ð10t4 þ 46t3 þ 78t2 þ 58t þ 16Þðlogð1 þ tÞÞ2 :



The main result in this article is a Gaussian approximation for the distributions of Sc and Se. It is
stated in the following theorem.
Theorem 4.3. Let t > 0. In a lineage tree with n tips distributed according to the Popovic model, the
total height of cherries Sc and the total external branch length Se converge to a Gaussian
distribution
S c  E½S c 
! N ð0; 1Þ
Var½S c 

as n ! 1

S e  E½S e 
! N ð0; 1Þ
Var½S e 

as n ! 1

and

As for the number of cherries in Section 2, we obtain the result by considering variables associated to a dependency graph. Before giving a proof, we need to recall some deﬁnitions. Let us
consider a set of random variables fX i ; i 2 Vg indexed by the vertices of a graph G ¼ ðV; EÞ. G
is said to be a dependency graph if for any pair of disjoints sets A1, A2 in V such that no edge
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in E has one endpoint in A1 and the other in A2, the sets of random variables {Xi, i 2 A1} and
{Xi, i 2 A2} are independent.
The main argument of the proof is a result about sums of locally dependent variables, i.e. variables associated to a dependency graph. This theorem is based on Stein’s method for normal
approximations.
Theorem 4.4. (Baldi and Rinott
[6]) Let fX i ; i 2 Vg be random variables having a dependency
P
graph G ¼ ðV; EÞ. Set W ¼ i2V X i and r2 = Var[W]. Let D denote the maximal degree of G and
suppose jXij 6 B a.s. Define
Q¼

jVjD2 B3
r3

Then

 

pﬃﬃﬃ

 W  E½W 
P
6 w  UðwÞ 6 32ð1 þ 6ÞQ1=2

r

ð1Þ

To conclude the proof of our theorem, we need to consider a dependency graph for each set,
{Yi, i 2 [n  1]} and {Zi, i 2 [n]}. For the Yi’s, a vertex 3 6 i 6 n  3 has 4 neighbors
{i  2, i  1, i + 1, i + 2} and i = 2, n  2 (resp. i = 1, n  1) have 3 (resp. 2 neighbors). Hence we
have D = 4. B can be taken equal to t and jVj ¼ n  1. For the Zi’s, a vertex 2 6 i 6 n  2 has 2
neighbors {i  1, i + 1} and i = 1, n  1 have a single neighbor. Here we have D = 2. In both cases,
we obtain a stronger result than a simple TCL (namely a Berry–Essen convergence theorem). h
Remark. Another simple statistic is the sum of branching times
Sn ¼

n1
X

H i:

i¼1

The sum of branching times is related to the sum of branch lengths Ln (phylogenetic diversity) as
Ln = Sn + max Hi. Under the Popovic model, the sum Sn has mean


1þt
E½S n  ¼
logð1 þ tÞ  1 ðn  1Þ
t
and variance
Var½S n  ¼


2 !
1þt
1þt
ðn  1Þ;
1þtþ
logð1 þ tÞ 
logð1 þ tÞ
t
t

and the Gaussian approximation is valid for Ln according to the central-limit theorem for i.i.d.
random variables. Note that the ﬁnite sample size distribution of the length of a coalescent tree
is also well-known (see, e.g., [23]).
To conclude this article, we illustrate the above mathematical results with a brief application to
two phylogenetic trees. These data sets are available from the R package ape [37]. We also used
the apTreeshape package to reanalyze them [11].
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The ﬁrst data set describes an estimated clock-like phylogeny of 193 HIV-1 group M sequences
sampled in the Democratic Republic of Congo [50,47]. Yusim et al. [50] argued that this set of
sequences has several properties that make it suitable for analysis using coalescent theory, enabling them to make inferences about the demographic history of the HIV-1 epidemic. Using a
variable population size model, they found strong evidence of demographic expansion. Here we
use the external branch length statistic to reject the constant population size model, and we also
test the null hypothesis that the tree has the Harding topology.
From the R data, the time to the most recent ancestor of the HIV-1 tree can be computed as
tmrca = 0.2091. This time is 10-fold less than the usual average coalescent value (tmrca  2). To account for an eﬃcient population size, we rescaled the branch lengths of the HIV-1 tree by multiplying them by a factor of 10. Then applying the n/2 normalization, we found a value of the sum
of external branch lengths equal to Se = 16338. The Gaussian approximation (used with t = n)
and simulations of the rescaled coalescent model provided a one-sided P-value around P  0.
The number of cherries provided a P-value around P  0.13 (Gaussian approximation). The
shape statistic s used in [9] was equal to s = 3.48, and using it to test the Harding topology led
to a P-value P  0.0005. The constant population size coalescent model should therefore be rejected. Fig. 3 (Left) displays the distribution of the normalized branching times, and we can observe a poor agreement with the power-laws characterizing the Popovic model. The bell-shaped
curve observed in Fig. 3 (Left) is typical of star-like phylogenetic trees, and may indeed reﬂect
population expansion. Because the Harding topology is also implausible for this data set, a possible explanation of the departure from a clock-like phylogeny may be that the HIV-1 has evolved
under strong positive selection.
The second data set describes the phylogenetic relationships of the families of birds as reported by Sibley and Ahlquist [45] who inferred this phylogeny from an extensive number of
DNA/DNA hybridization experiments. One unresolved node (node 64) was resolved arbitrarily
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Fig. 3. Histograms of normalized branching times. Left: HIV-1 phylogeny. Right: Bird families.
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without major inﬂuence on the output results. The histogram of branch lengths seemed more
consistent with a (shifted) power-law distribution (Fig. 3 Right). Normalizing as in the ﬁrst
example (tmrca = 28), we summed the external branch lengths to ﬁnd a value equal to
Se = 8511. The Gaussian approximation (used with t = n) and simulations of the rescaled coalescent model provided a one-sided P-value around P  0. The test based on the shape statistic s
provided a P-value P  9.57e  10. The tree is underbalanced compared to the Harding distribution, and the external branches are much longer than expected under the Hey model, which is
again strongly rejected.
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